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Jeanette Paros Collection
Lots 26-34 & Lots 91-98
Jeanette Paros by her son Mark
Mum came with me in 1972-1974 to a junk shop in Harrow where I spent my pocket money on walking sticks, cut
glass, silver and coronation mugs. She bought the odd plate and other things and when I decided to sell my collection
in about 1978 she took me to antique fairs in Bushy and Borehamwood where we would had a stall. She then started
buying general antiques including boxes and small furniture and took a stand in Gray's Mews Antique Market from
1979 -1981 which we shared. She had a few antique dolls then and in 1982 moved to Camden Passage and took a
unit in the basement (called 'The Vaults' ) which we shared; she specialised more and more in dolls and toys. She
then had an opportunity in about 1989 to have an outdoor shop by Islington Green. She called her business Jeannette
Dolls Galore. She started to sell teddy bears there too and stayed there until around 1996. After that she did fairs and
specialised by this time more in teddy bears. After that she concentrated on her website which was called 'Jeannette
Teddies Galore' and also sold bears at fairs. She was a very successful teddy bear dealer and at one time sold about
ten or more large early Steiffs in one year and had regular customers from Russian, Japan, Germany, America and
many other places. She was also good at restoring and wrote articles on bears for antique magazines. She always
wore trendy clothes and made lovely displays at the fairs. Her career was put to an end when, sadly, she had a stroke
last June.

Buyer’s Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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5.

A Steiff limited edition Berliner
Morgenpost teddy bear, 1473 of 1500, in
original box with certificate, 1998
£60-80

1.

10.

A Steiff limited edition dark
blue Teddy Bear 1909, 3720 of 7000, in
original box with certificate, 1998
£50-80

A Steiff limited edition Peter
Rabbit Replica 1904/5, 1078 of 3000, in
original box with certificate, 2002
£40-60

6.

A Steiff limited edition Disney
Showcase Collection Thumper, 1083 of
5000, in original box with tag certificate,
2002
£40-60

2.

11.

A Steiff limited edition SS
Passat Bear, exclusive for Kaufmann
Erich Morgenroth, 247 of 1500 with tag
certificate, 1996
£50-80

A Steiff limited edition
Winegrower teddy bear, 294 of 2000, in
original box with certificate, 1997
£60-80

7.

A Steiff limited edition The
Flemish Painter Brueghel Bear, 1205
for the year 1997, in original box with
certificate
£60-80

12.

A Steiff limited edition Maatjes
bear, exclusively designed for the
Netherlands, 728 of 1500, in original bag
with certificate, 2003
£40-60

3.

A Steiff limited edition Disney
Showcase Collection Goofy, 931 of 2000,
in original box with tag certificate, 2002
£60-80

8.

A Steiff limited Theo brass
Teddy Bear, exclusive for Kaufhof and
Horten-Konzern, 891 of 1946, in original
box with certificate, 1996
£50-80

4.

13.

A Steiff limited edition
Stahlkocher Willi, exclusive for Lutgenau
Dortmunb, 905 of1500 with tag
certificate,1996
£50-80

A Steiff limited edition Holland
Bear 1998, Gouda cheese colour, 1300 of
1847, in original box with certificate
£60-80

Lot 5

Lot 14

9.

A Steiff limited edition Molly
Dog 1927, 453 of 3000, in original box
with certificate, 2000
£30-50
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14.
A Steiff limited edition Holland
Bear 1999, blue, 1155 of 1847, in original
box with certificate
£50-80

22.

19.

15.
A Steiff limited edition Tomato
Bear Holland 2000, with crate, 64 of
1500, in original box with certificate
£60-80

A small Merrythought Cheeky
1960s teddy bear, with golden mohair,
orange and black plastic eyes, inset velvet
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, large swivel head with bells in ears,
jointed limbs with felt and cloth pads and
printed yellow label -9in. (23cm.) high
£40-60

A 1950s Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and
black plastic eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with oil cloth pads and growler
-19in. (48.5cm.) high (bald spot on upper
back, hole to one foot pad and some
general wear)
£40-60

23.

20.
16.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy
bear Set Holland 2002, orange, blue
and green teddy bears, 515 of 1500, in
original box with certificate
£80-120

A Merrythought artsilk plush
Cheeky teddy bear, with blonde artificial
silk plush, orange and black glass eyes,
inset velvet muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, large swivel head with
bells in ears, jointed limbs and white
printed label, 1950s -15in. (38cm.) high
(pads replaced with label sewn back on
top, some wear)
£50-80

A large German 1930s teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs, hump and
inoperative growler -30in. (76cm.) high
(hole in one heel, replaced pads, bald
areas, general wear and repairs)
£50-80

24.

17.
A Steiff limited edition Austria
Bears 1997 Brother and Sister Bears,
1806 of 1847, in original box with
certificate
£80-120

A Farnell Pip the dog, black
mohair with white mohair muzzle and
paws, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs and tail, circa
1930 -12 1/2in. (32cm.) high (missing
eyes, bald spots, legs missing joints and
barely attached)
£40-60

21.

An early Farnell teddy bear,
with apricot mohair, black boot button
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth, feet
claws and webbed hand claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, hump
and inoperative squeaker, 1910-20s -14in.
(35.5cm.) high (bald areas, fading and
general wear)
£150-200

25.
18.
A Steiff limited edition Candy
for the 6th Steiff Festival Giengen 2002,
534 of 3000 with tag certificate
£50-80
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Lot 22

A fine Steiff Molly dog 1930s,
with long white mohair, brown and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, seated with swivel head, small
under scored FF button with remains of
white tag -9 1/2in. (24cm.) high (original
with brown tipping now almost faded
completely)
£200-300
5

26.

‘Caeser’ an early Steiff centreseam teddy bear circa 1908, with
dark blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, central seam down front of face,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative large tilt growler
and small underscored FF button in ear
-19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) high (neat repair
along top of nose stitching to muzzle,
very slight wear)
£1500-2000

28.

‘Denzil’ an early Steiff teddy
bear circa 1910, with golden mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with tan felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler, a small underscored
FF button in ear, modern dungarees and
circus pin -16in. (40.5cm.)high (general
wear and thinning, some holes to pads
and button probably added)
£800-1000

29.

27.

‘Lewis’ an interesting Steiff
teddy bear circa 1910, with shorter
golden mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with tan felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler, a small underscored
FF button in ear and indistinct signature
of right foot pad, but very probably a
period signature of a member of the
Steiff family, probably Otto Steiff -16
1/2in. (42cm.) high (some bald areas,
general wear and thinning, slight moth
damage to pads)
£800-1200

‘Rory’ a 1920s Steiff teddy
bear, with golden mohair, brown and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
replaced black stitching, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with replaced felt
pads, hump, growler and underscored
FF button in ear -18 1/2in. (47cm.) high
(patch to tip of muzzle, front bald spots
and fairly worn)
£400-600

31.

A Jopi long-haired musical
teddy bear 1930s, (Joseph Pittman) with
white mohair, originally brown tipped,
brown and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads and pressure-operated musical
mechanism -15in. (38cm.) high (very
some wear and thinning, slight damage
to pads)
£400-600

32.

A small fine American teddy
bear circa 1910, with blonde mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative squeaker -10 1/2in. (27cm.)
high (very slight thinning and dusty)
£400-500

33.
Lot 28
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30.

A Jopi long-haired teddy bear
1930s, (Joseph Pittman) with golden
mohair, originally frosted, brown and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads
and inoperative growler -20in. (51cm.)
high (very slight wear and thinning, a few
tiny pin holes to pads)
£600-800

‘Dolly’ a white mohair American
teddy bear circa 1910, with black boot
button eyes, remains of brown stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, inoperative growler, white
dress and ‘Dolly’ name brooch -13in.
(33cm.) high (pads replaced or damaged,
left elbow with repair, ears oddly placed
and general wear and thinning)
£200-300
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34.
A 1920s Bing teddy bear, with
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with brown backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, hump and growler -20 1/2in.
(52cm.) high (few small bald spots,
general wear and thinning, slight damage
to pads)
£500-800

37.

A Chiltern 1930s Hugmee teddy
bear, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads and card lined feet, slight hump and
inoperative squeaker -18in. (46cm.) high
(slight fading and two darned holes in
hand pads)
£200-300

38.

A fine Chiltern 1930s Hugmee
teddy bear, with blonde mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads and card lined feet, slight
hump and inoperative squeaker (very
slight wear)
£200-300
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A Chiltern 1930s Hugmee teddy
bear, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads and card lined feet, slight hump and
inoperative squeaker -24in. (61cm.) high
(slight fading and three pads damaged)
£300-400

42.

36.

A fine Chiltern 1930s Hugmee
teddy bear, with bright golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads and card lined
feet, slight hump and inoperative
squeaker -17in. (43cm.) high
£200-300

A fine Chiltern 1930s Hugmee
teddy bear, with blonde mohair, clear
and black glass eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads and card lined feet, slight
hump and inoperative squeaker -22in.
(56cm.) high
£300-400

41.

35.

A fine Chiltern 1930s Hugmee
teddy bear, with bright golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads and card lined
feet, slight hump and inoperative
squeaker -13in. (33cm.) high (tiny pin
prick hole to right hand pad)
£200-300

40.

39.

A fine Chiltern 1930s Hugmee
teddy bear, with bright golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads and card lined
feet, slight hump and inoperative
squeaker -19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) high (very
slight wear and fading)
£250-350

A post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads and inoperative
squeaker -20 1/2in. (52cm.) high
£80-100
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43.

An unusual post-war Chiltern
teddy bear cub, with pale pink synthetic
mix plush, heart shaped face mask,
dark orange and black plastic eyes, pink
synthetic plush ear lining and pads, large
swivel head, jointed limbs with black
stitched webbed claws, growler and
printed label in back of head seam -21in.
(53.5cm.) high (a little dusty and faded)
£80-120

46.

A small post-war Chiltern
Hugmee teddy bear, with golden mohair,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with oil-cloth
pads and inoperative growler -12in.
(30.5cm.) high (missing eyes and some
general wear); and another post-war
British bear (worn)
£50-80

47.

A post-war Chiltern Ting-a-Ling
type teddy bear, with beige mohair,
one orange and black glass eyes, short
cream mohair muzzle, tops of feet and
ear lining, swivel head, jointed limbs with
oil-cloth pads and inoperative chime
mechanism -14 1/2in. (37cm.) high
(general wear and thinning, damage to
feet pads)
£30-50

An Ede (French) teddy bear
1950s, with curly golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with orange backs,
black wax nose, black stitched mouth and
claws stitched as a W onto the pads, red
felt tongue, pronounced shorter mohair
muzzle and pads, swivel head, jointed
limbs and inoperative growler -25in.
(63.5cm.) high (some general wear and
thinning, dusty)
£80-100

45.

48.

44.

A 1930s Chiltern-type teddy
bear, with light golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads, rounded hump and inoperative
growler -21in. (53cm.) high (slight general
wear)
£70-100
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A 1930s British teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs, hump and
inoperative squeaker -26in. (66cm.) high
(wear and thinning, one eye broken, pads
recovered and dusty)
£40-60

49.

An early British teddy bear
1910-20s, with blonde mohair, small
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, replaced stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump
and inoperative growler -21in. (53.5cm.)
high (broken wrist, balding, general wear,
replaced pads and dusty); with a recent
smock
£50-80

50.

Two German teddy bear 192030s, the larger with short bright golden
mohair, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, slottedin ears, swivel head, jointed arms and
growler -24in. (61cm.) high (missing eyes,
pads recovered and some general wear);
and a similar smaller example (recovered
pads and wear)
£50-80

51.

A 1940s teddy bear, probably
French with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
backs, black stitched nose and red
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
leatherette pads and growler -21 1/2in.
(54.5cm.) high (bald areas, one hand
damaged around pad, general wear and
dusty); and another with white synthetic
plush (wear)
£40-60
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52.
Two 1930s teddy bears: a British
bear with golden mohair, pronounced
muzzle, black stitching, swivel head
and jointed limbs -16in. (40.5cm.) high
(missing eyes, very worn and pads
damaged); and another similar with clear
and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs (damaged wrist, recovered pads,
wear and dusty)
£50-80

55.

Five post-war British teddy
bears: a ginger mohair example with
orange plastic eyes, swivel head and
jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads -25in.
(63.5cm.) high (hole in back on one leg);
a Dean’s Childsplay unjointed black bear;
a Dean’s/Gwentoy; and two others (wear
and some damage); and eight gollies
£40-60

59.

A Steiff Club Edition 1995/96
Baby Bear 1946, Blonde 35, 513 for the
year, in original box with certificate
£50-80

60.

A Steiff limited edition Replica
1997 Teddy Bear 1948, 2870 of 5000, in
original box with certificate
£50-80

53.

Two post-war German teddy
bears: the larger with beige mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and
growler -19in. (48cm.) high (recovered
pads and some slight wear); and a
Hermann type with inset short mohair
muzzler (damage to pads and a few bald
spots)
£40-60

56.

A Bluebell artist teddy bear,
fully jointed -10in. (25.5cm.) high; a blue
HollyBerry Bear; and four other bears
£30-50

61.

57.

A Merrythought limited edition
Rupert the Bear, No.636 with tags -19in.
(48.5cm.) high; a Merrythought pale
green Queen Mother bear in original box;
another; and two Dean’s bears
£60-80

54.
Three post-war Continental
teddy bears: one with brown cotton
plush and black and white metal button
eyes -20 1/2in. (52cm.) high; a brown
tipped wool plush with open mouth; and
a brown synthetic bear
£30-50

A Steiff limited edition
Travelling Bear, exclusive for Germany,
Belgium, France and the Netherlands, 118
of 2003, in original bag with certificate,
2003
£40-60

62.

A Steiff limited edition 1997
Picnic Bear, Gold Blond 34, 6435 for the
year, in original box with certificate
£40-60

58.

Steiff and Hermann collector’s
teddy bears: Steiff - a British Collector’s
Bear 1999 and a yellow tagged Original
Teddy with face mask; Hermann - brown
and white panda; and two others
£60-80
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71.

A Steiff limited edition
Somersaulting Bear, 605 of 2006, in
original box with certificate, 2006
£70-100

63.

A Steiff limited edition Irish
Teddy Bear, 66 of 2000, in original box
with certificate, 2002
£40-60

67.

A Steiff limited edition Bear 55
PB 1902, 2178 of 7000, in original box
with certificate
£80-100

72.

A Steiff limited edition ‘Sideto-Side’ teddy bear, 1447 of 5000, in
original box with certificate, 2005
£60-80

64.

Two Steiff collector’s teddy
bears: a Margarette Steiff Museum 1998
teddy bear; and a blonde 150th birthday
of Margarete Steiff bear with medallions
and tags
£50-80

68.

A Steiff limited edition Bear 28
PB, white, 4494 for 2002, in original box
with certificate
£50-80

73.

A Steiff limited edition Disney
Convention 1995 Baloo bear, 536 of 2500
with tag certificate and convention badge
£40-60

69.
65.

Two Steiff collector’s teddy
bears: a Margarette Steiff Museum 1998
teddy bear; and a brown 150th birthday
of Margarete Steiff bear with medallions
and tags
£50-80

A Steiff limited edition Baerle
43 PAB 1904, 882 for 2004, in original box
with certificate
£80-100

74.

A Steiff limited edition
Deutscher Fussball-Bund teddy bear,
781 of 1998 with tag certificate, 1998
£30-50

70.

A Steiff limited edition Rolly
Polly bear 1909, 1765 of 3000, in original
box with certificate
£50-80

66.

A Steiff limited edition The First
American Teddy, 7183 for the year 2003,
in original box with certificate
£70-100

10

lot 71

75.

Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears: Irish Teddy Bear, 498 of 2000,
2002; and Alexandra excluder QVC, 1185
of 1500, in original boxes with certificates
£70-100
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80.

A Steiff limited edition Peter
with billy goat, 271 of 1500, in original
bag with certifcate, 2003
£60-80

84.

A Steiff limited edition Little
elephant “Elefäntle” pincushion, 4165
for 2002/2003, in original box with
certificate
£30-50

76.
A Steiff limited edition
Marianne Meisel teddy bear, 1712 for
2007, in original bag with certificate
£50-80
81.

Two Steiff Club Event Teddy
Bears, for The Real McCoy, white 2002,
872 for the year and black 2003, 1539 for
the year, in original boxes with certifcates
£70-100

85.

Sixteen Steiff Club Gift Teddy
Bears: 1997 to 2011 and 2013, in original
boxes (2008 box crushed and missing lid)
£160-180

77.
A Steiff limited edition Musical
Bear “Phantom of the Opera”, 2253 of
3000, in original bag with certificate,
2005
£50-80
82.

Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears: Teddy Bear with Book entitled
‘100 Years of Steiff Teddy Bears’, 1458
of 1902, in original box, 2002; and for
Harrods Percy musical bear, 338 of 1500
with certificate, 2003 (no box)
£50-80

86.

83.

87.

Small yellow tagged Steiff
teddy bears: a jointed Happy rabbit -5in.
(12.5cm.) high; a Merci bear for hanging,
two keyring and another; a Teddy
Pendant and Chain and a Mini porcelain
Millennium plate; both in original boxes
£40-60

78.
A Steiff Club Edition 2004 Franz
teddy bear, 3913 for the year with Steiff
seal, in original bag with certificate
£50-80

79.
A Steiff limited edition Heidi
with goat, 189 of 1500 in original bag
with certificate, 2002
£60-80

Three Steiff limited edition Egg
Cosy sets: Rabbit and Lamb, 2013 for the
year, 2002; Hen and Chick, 1885 for the
year, 2003 and Bear and Elephant, 2462
for the year 2004, in original boxes with
certificates
£80-120

Lot 84

A large British mohair Felix
the Cat 1920s, with black mohair, large
white and black glass eyes, pronounced
white mohair muzzle, black wooden bead
nose, black felt open mouth with white
stitched teeth, swivel head, wired limbs
and tail and inoperative squeaker -18
1/2in. (47cm.) high (some general wear,
one arm missing stuffing and some wire
protruding)
£80-120

Lot 80
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91.

88.

A Chad Valley Tom Webster’s
George doll 1920s, with pressed cloth
face, large black and white googly glass
eyes, mohair moustache, felt body with
original felt clothes, red and white woven
label on jacket and sole of shoe -12 1/2in.
(32cm.) high (slight damage to lower
neck, slight general wear and fading, a
few moth holes)
£60-80

An early Steiff centre-seam
teddy bear circa 1909, with cinnamon
mohair, black boot button eyes, central
seam down front of face, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative squeaker -16in. (40.5cm.)
high (repairs to left arm and mid left back,
balding to back of head going to small
hole, general wear and thinning, some
damage to pads and glue or paint coating
some strands of nose stitching)
£800-1000

94.

An early Steiff teddy bear circa
1910, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
replaced black stitching, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump and inoperative growler -18 1/2in.
(47cm.) high (bald spots, general wear
and thinning, repairs to pads) with a
modern sailor’s jacket and hat
£600-800

92.

89.

A small early jointed monkey
1910-20s, with short blonde mohair,
black glass eyes, felt face, ears, hands and
feet, swivel head and pin-jointed limbs
-5 1/2in. (14cm.) high (slight wear and
dusty)
£40-60

‘Jeremiah’ a large early Steiff
teddy bear circa 1910, with golden
mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler and modern homemade jacket -28in. (71cm.) high (large
patch to top of muzzle, very worn, hand
pads replaced and other repairs)
£800-1000

95.

‘Squeaky’ a Moritz Pappe
long pink mohair teddy bear 1920s,
with large bright orange and black glass
eyes, pointed pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and close set claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads,
slight hump and deep squeaker -17 1/2in.
(44.5cm.) high (fading, discoloured and
slight general wear)
£400-600

93.
90.

Post-war Steiff animals: a
running tiger with script button -6 3/4in.
(17cm.) long; a Tessie Schnauzer; a Linda
kangaroo; and a woollen owl
£40-60

Lot 91
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‘Percy’ an early Steiff teddy
bear circa 1910, with blonde mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs, hump, inoperative
growler and underscored FF button
in ear -16in. (40.5cm.) high (balding
and thinning, general wear and pads
replaced) with a modern pink sailor’s
jacket
£600-800

96.

A Moritz Pappe pale yellow
musical teddy bear 1920s, with long
mohair, bright orange and black glass
eyes, pointed pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and close set
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads and pressure operated musical
mechanism -12in. (30.5cm.) high (bald
body, general wear and thinning, one foot
pad recovered and others with repairs)
£200-300
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99.

97.
‘Susie’ a Moritz Pappe long
cream mohair musical teddy bear
1920s, with bright orange and black
glass eyes, pointed pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and close set
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads and pressure operated musical
mechanism -12 1/2in. (32cm.) high (very
minimal thinning)
£400-600

A rare Merrythought pink
artificial silk plush teddy bear 1930s,
with orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth, feet claws and
webbed hand claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, rounded hump,
woven label on foot and inoperative
squeaker -19in. (48.5cm.) high (some
wear, fading and discolouring, one foot
pad replaced and other pads neatly
repaired)
£250-350

102.

A 1930s Chiltern-type teddy
bear, with golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads, slight hump
and inoperative squeaker -21 1/2in.
(54.5cm.) high (slight general wear and
thinning)
£100-150

100.

98.
‘Pinky and Perky’ two Moritz
Pappe frosted yellow mohair musical
teddy bears, the better example with
curly long mohair, bright orange and
black glass eyes, pointed pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
close set claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, slight hump and pressure
operated musical mechanism -18in.
(45.5cm.) high (slight wear and thinning,
minor repairs to pads); and the other very
similar example (replaced eyes and pads,
a few bald spots and general wear); these
bear have always been together and it
would be nice if they stayed together!
£1000-1200

A 1930s Chiltern Hugmee
musical teddy bear, with golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
carded feet and velvet pads, hump and
pressure-operated musical mechanism
-19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) high (bald spot
on right hip, slight general wear and
thinning)
£150-200

103.

A large Chad Valley teddy bear,
with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched large oval
bulbous nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with brown felt pads
and growler, probably late 1930s -29in.
(73.5cm.) high (faded, feet pads covered,
eyes need resetting)
£150-200

101.
Lot 99
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A 1930s blue mohair Chilterntype teddy bear, with orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads, slight hump and inoperative
squeaker -20in. (50.5cm.) high (balding
head and front, general wear, fading and
dirty)
£60-80

104.

A rare Chad Valley Tango teddy
bear 1930s, with white wool plush head,
hands and feet, orange and black glass
eyes, pink stitched nose and mouth,
orange velvet body with hinged dangling
arms and legs and blue and white woven
label on foot -8in. (20.5cm.) high (slight
stain to chest, fading and slight general
wear)
£100-150
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108.

Two Diem teddy bear 1950s,
one with frosted brown mohair -13in.
(33cm.) high (some wear and thinning,
the odd bald spot) and another similar
with blonde mohair (side muzzle seam
open); and a German white mohair postwar jointed teddy bear, possibly Hermann
£60-80

105.

An unusual French pink wool
plush teddy bear 1950s, with blue, white
and black googly eyes, small pronounced
white plush muzzle and ear linings,
black stitched nose, pink mouth, red felt
tongue, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brown plush feet pads and tilt squeaker
-11 1/2in. (29cm.) high (very slight wear
and fading)
£100-150

112.

A Steiff yellow tagged Father
Christmas teddy bear, with red
costume -10 1/2in. (26.5cm.) high; a
Yellowhammer Ornament, 57 of 5000,
2004; and Blue Tit Ornament, 1439 of
5000, 2003, both in original boxes with
certificates
£80-100

109.

Three post-war German teddy
bears: a Diem with white mohair -14
1/2in. (37cm.) high; a Diem with pink
mohair (some wear) and a Hermann
type with brown mohair (slight wear)
£60-80

113.
106.

A 1950s Diem teddy bear, with
beige mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with light brown painted backs, short
mohair muzzle and pads, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs and growler -15in. (38cm.) high
£40-60

110.

A Steiff Molly dog, seated with
brown tipped and white mohair, brown
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws and swivel head -7in.
(18cm.) high (balding and general wear);
a Steiff Pucki rubber headed dwarf with
chest tag; and a Berg large headed fox
with heart tag (dirty)
£40-60

107.

A German 1950s teddy baby,
with pinkish blonde mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced short
mohair muzzle and tops of feet, open felt
mouth, brown stitched nose and claws,
stuffed ears, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads and inoperative growler -11
3/4in. (30cm.) high (slight wear)
£40-60

Lot 108
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Three limited edition Christmas
tree teddy bear ornaments: Christmas
parcel 1998 Christmas Tree Bear
White 12; dressed at a Christmas tree
Christmas Tree Bear 2000 light blonde
and gingerbread man Christmas Tree
Teddy Bear 2001, in original boxes, the
last with certificate
£70-100

114.

111.

Two Steiff limited edition
Christmas tree teddy bear ornaments:
Teddy bear poinsettia ornament, 398
of 2007, 2007; and Winnie the Pooh
Ornament, 4105 for 2001, in original
boxes with certifcates
£50-80

Three limited edition Christmas
tree teddy bear ornaments: Teddy bear
bell-ringer ornament, 1080 of 5000,
2003; carol singer Teddy bear ornament,
770 of 5000, 2005; and Angel Teddy bear,
933 of 5000, 2004, in original boxes with
certifcates
£80-100

Lot 115
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115. Three limited edition Christmas
tree teddy bear ornaments: Teddy bear
angel with transverse flute 1139 of 5000,
2004; Teddy bear angel ornament with
harp, 1556 of 5000, 2003; and Teddy bear
trumpeter ornament, 1060 of 5000, 2003,
in original boxes with certificates
£80-100

119.

A Steiff Replica limited edition
Coloro Clown, 794 of 3000, in original
window box with certificate, 1988-89
£60-80

124.

120.

116. Two limited edition Christmas
tree teddy bear ornaments: Teddy bear
snow ball ornament, 1790 of 5000, 2005;
and Teddy bear ornament with mistletoe,
1824 of 5000, 2005, in original boxes with
certificates
£60-80

A Steiff Replica limited edition
Bauerin Farmer’s Wife doll, 2009 of
3000, in original window box with
certificate, 1987-88
£40-60

Four modern Steiff yellow
tagged wild animals: a Paddy snow
leopard -17in. (43cm.) long; a Leo lion;
a bendy giraffe and a Lita Lama all with
tags (lama with two small stains to front)
£50-80

125.

121.

A Steiff Replica limited edition
Bauer Jorg Farmer doll, 1936 of 3000,
in original window box with certificate,
1987-88
£40-60

117. Two limited edition Christmas
tree teddy bear ornaments: Teddy
bear in a star, 932 of 5000, 2004; and
North American Exclusive Candy Cane
Ornament, 1736 of 2004, 2004, in original
boxes with certificates
£60-80

A modern Steiff yellow tagged
Fantastic Beasts Occamy, curled with
wired body, tags and Steiff retail box
-17in. (43cm.) wide
£50-80

126.

122.

A modern Steiff yellow tagged
Mungo meerkat, -12in. (30.5cm.) high;
and a Feri ferret 25, both with tags and
Steiff retail boxes
£40-60

Six modern Steiff yellow tagged
cats and dog: a Kitty -10in. (25.5cm.)
long; a Lenni Golden Retriever; two
Snuffi and another, tags and two Steiff
retail boxes (the later slightly dirty)
£40-60

118. A Steiff Replica limited edition
Granpa Foxy doll, 137 of 1200, in original
box with certificate, 1996
127.

£40-60
Lot 119

123.

Five modern Steiff yellow
tagged woodland animals: a Snorry
dangling wolf -17in. (43cm.) long; a
Raggy racoon; a Wittie owl; a Dormoili
rabbit and a Kecki red squirrel all with
tags
£50-80
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Nine modern Steiff yellow
tagged animals for young children: a
Cowaloo -15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high; a
Toni dog; a Happy bear; a Mini Piggilee
(brown mark on ankle); a Koko monkey
and four others (rabbit playworn)
£60-80
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128.

Seven modern Steiff yellow
tagged animals: a Flaps baby penguin -7
1/2in. (19cm.) high; a Pilla duckling; a
Hoppel rabbit; a Slo tortoise; a Uhu owl
and Mecki and Mucki, all with tag
£50-80

132.

An Atlantic Bears limited edition
black teddy bear, Brian, 21 of 50 with
chest tag -19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) high
£40-£60

133.
129.

Six Steiff yellow tagged
teddy bears: a Classic 1909; a Historic
Miniature Happy 1926; an Original
Classic; and others with tags, three Steiff
retail boxes (small black bear with some
mohair loss to arm)
£50-80

An Atlantic Bears limited edition
teddy bear, Martin, 18 of 50 with chest
tag -20in. (51cm.) high
£40-60

134.

130.

A large Atlantic Bears limited
edition teddy bear, Alisdair, 127 of 150
with chest tag -25in. (63.5cm.) high
£50-80

A Stier Bears artist teddy bear
by Kathleen Wallace, Timothy -22in.
(56cm.) high (a little dusty)
£40-60

135.

131.

A large Atlantic Bears teddy
bear, Chocolate with chest tag -21in.
(53.5cm.) high
£50-80
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A Stier Bears artist teddy bear
by Kathleen Wallace, Annie -18in.
(46cm.) high
£40-60

136.

Two Bulgy Bear Buddies by
Lorna-Dee Johnson, Tipper -22in. (56cm.)
height of larger; and Sandie with tags (a
little dusty)
£50-80

137.

A Charnwood Bears by Frank
Webster, Monroe, 4 of 15 limited edition
with tag -22in. (56cm.) high
£40-60

138.

Four Bear Bits limited edition
teddy bear by Jean Ashburner, the
largest Willow -19in. (48.5cm.) high;
Bonnington; Pipsqueak and Polar Bear
£40-60

139.

Three artist teddy bears:
Atlantic Bears Frank -15in. (38cm.)
high; a Bo-Bear Designs Jensen and a
BellBears Chatham with tags
£50-80
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140. An early Steiff teddy bear circa
1910, with white mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
brown stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
felt pads, hump and inoperative growler
-20in. (51cm.) high (muzzle damaged, a
1in hole to top which is darned, another
hole in the left side and stitched repair
below muzzle, some thinning and wear, a
little damage to pads) - this bear is known
as Brummy
£1000-1500

143.

Various small soft toys: a Schuco
miniature rabbit with metal framed
jointed body -3 1/2in. (9cm.) high; a
pre-war Steiff pom-pom squirrel; a pompom cat; a donkey and elephant (general
wear)
£60-80

146.

A German clockwork black cat
1930s, with black mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with green painted backs,
pink painted nose, head turned to right,
standing on all fours, when wound up
the cat vibrates, the tail wags and mouth
opens and shuts -5 1/2in. (14cm.) long
(lost meow)
£80-100

144.

141. An unusual Steiff centre-seam
teddy bear, with brown mohair, brown
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
remains of black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs, hump, growler and FF button
-24in. (61cm.) high (replaced pads, a few
bald spots, general thing and wear) - this
bear known as Rudolph probably dates to
the early 1920s, his brown mohair has a
distinct frosting, it is hard to tell if this is
original to him, or how he has faded.
£1000-1500

A rare Teddy Toy Company
Winnie the Pooh 1930s, with bright
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with brown painted backs, pronounced
upturned muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, upright ears on the
top of head, swivel head, jointed limbs
with cloth pads, rotund body and
inoperative squeaker -16 1/2in. (balding
to face, some darns to muzzle, hand pads
replaced, general thinning and wear)
£600-800
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An early Steiff velvet cat
1910, the seated tabby with green and
black glass eyes, pink stitched nose and
mouth, remains of whiskers and small FF
underscored button -5in. (12.5cm.) high
(very worn, back with tears and holes)
£200-300

148.
145.

142. A large German teddy bear
1930s, with golden mohair, replaced
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative growler -35in. (89cm.) high
(one arm loose, two hole to muzzle, left
arm very worn, pads damaged and other
wear)
£150-200

147.

A rare British United Toy
Manufacturing Company Omega Teddy
Bear 1920s, with black frosted mohair,
replaced boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, remains of reddish brown
stitching, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs, hump and inoperative growler
-15in. (38cm.) high (balding to right
arm, other smaller bald spots, general
wear, pads with old recovering, one area
showing original felt pad)
£600-800

An early Steiff grey burlap
rabbit 1910, begging with black boot
button eyes with red felt behind one, felt
lined ears and squeaker -8 1/4in. (21cm.)
high (missing top third of ears, few small
repairs and general wear)
£150-200
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149.

A early German six-way jointed
grey squirrel 1920s, with grey and white
mohair, black boot button eyes, pink
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs, jointed longer
mohair tail and inoperative squeaker
-10in. (25.5cm.) high (some general wear
and thinning)
£150-200

150.

A Chad Valley Tango dog 1930s,
with frosted black mohair head, hands
and feet, clear and black glass eyes with
remains of brown painted backs, long
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, pink velvet body with
dangling limbs, red and white woven
label on foot and ‘Maisie Mackenzie’
woven name tag in shoulder seam -7
3/4in. (19.5cm.) high (small hole in one
foot, slight general wear and velvet
discoloured)
£70-100

152.

A small German dog purse
1930s, with brown tipped mohair, now
faded to beige, pale orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, standing on all
fours, inoperative squeaker in tail and
zipper down back with blue lining -9
1/2in. (24cm.) long including tail some
general wear and thinning

155.

A box of five German Anna
Englebrecht teddy bears, two white, two
brown and one black, synthetic, artsilk
and mohair plushes, pin-jointed, fixed
necks and glass eyes, one with Made in
Germany label, in a plain card box with
excelsior packing, 1950-60s -5 1/4in.
(13.5cm.) high,
£80-120

£200-300

153.

A fine and good quality 1930s
spaniel, with brown tipped and white
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
remains of brown painted backs, large
wired ears, brown stitched nose, mouth
and front claws, swivel head, seated with
curled tail and inoperative squeaker -10
1/2in. 26.5cm. High slight general wear

156.

An unusual small black
teddy bear, possibly Russian with
short velvet like plush, black glass
eyes, stitched on nose, black stitched
mouth, stitched fixed neck, jointed
limbs and solidly stuffed -7in. (18cm.)
high (very minimal wear)
£100-150

£200-300

157.
154.
151.

A Chad Valley Tom Webster’s
George doll 1920s, with pressed cloth
face, large black and white googly glass
eyes, mohair moustache, felt body with
original felt clothes, red and white woven
label on jacket and sole of shoe -11 1/2in.
(29cm.) high (small moth hole to one
hand)
£70-100
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Three British soft toy dogs
belonging to Constance Fraser, a rare
Alpha Farnell for Jaeger seated alpaca
bulldog with brown, black and opaque
white elliptical eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth with red felt tongue, swivel
head, inoperative squeaker, original tartan
ribbon and woven Jaeger label
£200-300

A 1920s teddy bear
pincushion, a yellow velvet teddy
bear with black bead eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, pin-jointed
limbs, seated on a silk cushion and
added knitted jumper -4 3/4in. (12cm.)
high (cushion fraying and faded)
£100-150
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158. An early German bear on wheels
circa 1910, probably Bing with blonde
mohair, black boot button eyes, central
facial seam, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, standing on all fours with
felt pads, long tail, cast iron frame with six
spoked wheels and original leather collar
-22in. (56cm.) long (slight general wear,
one end of ear loose and a few small tears)
£300-400

159. A 1920s British teddy bear, with
light golden mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown painted pads,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose with nostrils, mouth and large claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with leatherette
pads, hump and inoperative growler
-20in. (51cm.) high (some general wear
and thinning)
£200-300

161.

A rare Farnell teddy bear gas
mask case with provenance circa 1941,
with beige wool plush head, hands and
feet, orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, orange, blue
and yellow felt clothes, cord belt, applied
to silver oil-cloth bag with red and
white cord, original child’s gas mask 9in.
(23cm.) high (a little dusty and faded); the
childhood gas mask of David Ellender who
was born January 1939, wo was probably
given to him in 1941/42 to wear by his
parents. “I was born in Dover which was
heavily shelled (only 22 miles from France
) and bombed during the war. We slept
in tunnels dug into the White Cliffs. I can
remember Doodle Bugs flying over and
being shot down. It was a scary place
to be. It is a wonder we both survived!”;
and is sold with David’s original National
Registration Identity Card dated 21st May
1940 together with a photo of him with
his Aunty Ciss and Uncle Peter (who was
sadly killed fighting during the war) dated
29th June 1942.
£600-800

162.

160. A large post-war Merrythought
teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth, feet
claws and webbed hand claws, central
face seam, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, rounded hump, inoperative
squeaker and printed yellow label on foot
28in. (71cm.) high (fading, some general
wear and fading, small hole to muzzle and
label)
£200-300
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A rare small Steiff rattle teddy
bear in green felt coat 1920s, with
golden mohair, brown and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs, hump and green felt jacket with
black trim -5 1/4in. (13.5cm.) high (slight
wear and thinning)
£300-500

163.

A rare early Steiff teddy bear
signed on the foot by Otto Steiff circa
1906, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and five
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative
squeaker and signed on right foot pad
‘Otto Steiff’ -10in. (25.5cm.) high (some
thinning and slight wear, body stuffing
disintegrated) - Otto Steiff joined his
brothers working for Steiff in 1902, he
had perviously visited England and in
1908 and 1909 he promoted the teddy
bear in Britain.
£500-800

164.

Teddy Bear ephemera, an
oval card Portuguese sweet box with
image of googly eyed girl with teddybear
-8 ½in. (21.5cm.) long; a teddy bear
Progressive Whist score card with pencil,
a oval circa 1910 photograph of girl with
bear (damaged edge), a school group
photograph including a Farnell teddy
bear, Bear Brand card and another
damaged
£30-50

165.

A rare Roullet & Decamps
walking polar bear, covered in white fur,
clear and black glass eyes, papier-mâché
head and body, wooden feet, clockwork
mechanism causing bear to walk forward
and move head from side to side -16
1/2in. (42cm.) high (missing two legs and
mechanism ceased up)
£150-200
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166.

A Steiff teddy bear circa 1910,
with short golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs,
hump and inoperative squeaker -11
1/4in. (28.5cm.) high (damaged pads,
some general wear and thinning); the
childhood bear of Annis Newton who
was born on the 30th June 1914, she
lived in Leigh all her life until she died
at the grand old age of 101. Sold with
an original and two reprinted photos
of Annis as a child, showing her with
another bear (probably replaced during
her childhood by this bear) and a 1953
Coronation scarf
£300-400

168.

A rare and large BMC teddy
bear 1907, With cinnamon mohair, deep
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle with clipped tip, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
large rounded hump, inoperative
squeaker and remains of black and gold
woven label on right foot pad -28in.
(71cm.) high (very minimal thinning
and label now glued to pad) - the Bruin
Manufacturing Company based in New
York only produced bears from 1907 to
1909, it is believed that is this the first
time this bear has appeared in such a
large size. PLEASE NOTE THIS BEAR HAS
AN ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT VAT TO BE
PAID ON THE HAMMER PRICE
£1000-1500

170.

A post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with oil-cloth pads, inoperative
squeaker and printed label on foot -11
1/2in. (29cm.) high; and Teddy Edward’s
Visitor hardback book (child’s added page
numbers)
£60-80

171.

167.

An early Steiff teddy bear
circa 1910, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
restitched black nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs, hump and
inoperative growler -20in. (51cm.) high
(muzzle end with glue repairs, glue repair
to left cheek, bald spots to face, repaired
ankles, general wear and thinning and
replaced pads)
£400-600

A Merrythought Cheeky teddy
bear 1960s, with golden mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes, pronounced
velvet muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, ears with bells, swivel
head, jointed limbs with brown pads
and printed yellow label on foot -13in.
(33cm.) high
£40-60

169.

A post-war Chiltern artificial
silk push Panda Hugmee, with black
and white plush, orange and black glass
eyes, black felt behind, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws going slightly onto
pads, swivel head, jointed limbs with
pink velvet pads, slight hump, inoperative
squeaker, original ribbon and printed
label on right foot -9 1/2in. (24cm.) high
(moth hole to black felt to right ear)
£80-120

172.
Lot 167
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A German teddy bear cub
1930s, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, short blonde mohair
muzzle and feet, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, ears on side of swivel
head and pin-jointed limbs with felt pads
-7 1/2in. (19cm.) high (feet pads neatly
replaced); and ten Tubby dog postcards
£60-80
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173. Two miniature Schuco teddy
bears 1950s, one with beige mohair,
black pin eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, metal framed jointed body and
a homemade purple felt suit -2 1/2in.
(6cm.) high; and a similar black and white
panda
£50-80

176.

174.

177.

A post-war Hamiro teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, black plastic eyes,
brown mohair muzzle and pads, swivel
head and jointed limbs -26in. (66cm.)
high (slight wear and thinning); and a
1930s British bear on all fours with metal
handle (bald back and wear)
£50-80

A 1930s British teddy bear, with
blonde mohair, swivel head and jointed
limbs -13in. (34cm.) high (large hole
in leg, balding around, replaced eyes,
recovered pads and general wear); and
six other animals and a bear (wear, bear
missing head)
£40-60

An unusual brownish pink
towel teddy bear, with orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head and jointed limbs with cloth pads
-22in. (56cm.) high (one leg loose, dust
and slight general wear); and a Norah
Wellings brown velvet doll with felt
tasselled skirt and knee cuffs, wool hair
and label on foot (some wear)
£70-100

179.

Five modern Hermann teddy
bears: Ronny and Tim, a signed Martin
Hermann Signing Bear -14in. (35.5cm.)
high, Martin Hermann - Fifty-Fifty and
musical ‘O’ Christmas Tree’ bears, all with
tags
£50-80

180.

A Charlie Bears limited edition
Eilish, with tags, certificates and a Charlie
Bears linen bag -13in. (33cm.) high
£30-50

181.

175. Four British teddy bears: a Chad
Valley 1930s teddy bear with celluloid
button in ear -18in. (46cm.) high
(damaged left arm, worn and replaced
eyes); a synthetic mixed mohair post-war
Chad Valley; and two others
£60-80
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A Charlie Bears limited edition
Ernie, with tags, certificate and a Charlie
Bears linen bag -11in. (28cm.) high
£30-50

178.

A post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads and squeaker -14 1/2in.
(37cm.) high (some wear and thinning);
and three other post-war bears
£50-70

182.

Two Charlie Bears: Tiff Toff -16
1/2in. (42cm.) high; and Ashley with tags
and a Charlie Bears linen bag
£40-60
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187.
183.

Two Charlie Bears: Woody
-20in. (51cm.) high; and Layla with tags
and a Charlie Bears linen bag
£50-80

A Steiff limited Club Edition
blue Teddy Bear 1908, 3795 for the year
1994/95, in original box with certificate
£40-60

188.
Two Charlie Bears: Cody -17in.
(43cm.) high; and Zoe with tags and a
Charlie Bears linen bag
£40-60

A Steiff limited edition 1993
British Collector’s Teddy Bear 1907,
brown, 154 of 3000, in original box
(missing certificate)
£50-80

185.

Two Charlie Bears: Paddywack
-16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; and Brit with
tags and a Charlie Bears linen bag
£50-80

189.

186.

190.

184.

Two Charlie Bears: Rory -19in.
(48cm.) high; and Amy with tags and a
Charlie Bears linen bag
£50-80

A Steiff limited edition 1994
British Collector’s Teddy Bear 1908, 49 of
3000, in original box with certificate
£50-80

191.

Two Steiff Club Edition teddy
bears: 1999 black Teddy Bear 1912, 4417
for the year; and 2002 white Bear 28 PB,
1375 for the year, both with certificates
£50-80

192.

Three yellow tagged Steiff
teddy bears: a 1909 Original Teddy Bear
Replica -17in. (43cm.) high; a brown
1920s Classic and another, all with tags
(chest tags suspended on string around
neck)
£50-80

193.

Two Steiff Club Edition teddy
bears: 1993/94 Teddy Clown 1928, 8395
for the year; and 1996/97 Dicky Brown
Bear 1935, 3551 for the year, both with
certificates
£50-80

A Steiff limited Club Edition
Teddy Bear (Bear 420351), 4070 for 2003,
in original crate with certificate
£50-80

194.

Two Steiff Club Edition teddy
bears: 2001/2002 Growling Bear 1934,
2512 for the year, in original box with
certificate; and 2001 dark brown Teddy
Bear 1950, 4040 for the year with
certificate
£50-80
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195. Two Steiff Club Edition teddy
bears: 1992 blue Teddy Baby, 3710 for
the year (no certificate); and 1999 Polar
Bear on wheels, 2787 for the year with
certificate
£50-80

196. A Steiff Club limited Edition
Baby Blonde 1946 teddy bear, 5223 for
the year, in original box with certificate
£50-80

197. Two Steiff Club Edition teddy
bears: 2002/2003 Decade Teddy Bear,
2148 for the year, in original box with
certificate; and 2008 bear with green
embroidered bow
£50-80

198.

Two Steiff Club Edition teddy
bears: 2004 Harlequin Teddy bear 1925,
1773 for the year with certificate; and
2004 Teddy bear Franz, 4409 for the year
with seal, in original bag with certificate
£50-80
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199. A Steiff Club Jubilee Set 2002, a
blue and a yellow bear, 1593 for the year,
in original box with certificate
£40-60

203.

200.

Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears: Teddy Bear 1906 Blonde 43, 1232
of 5000 with certificate, 1994; and Steiff
Club Edition 2005
£50-80

204.

201.

205.

A Steiff limited edition
Jubilee teddy bear, from the portrait of
Margarete Steiff, 473 of 3999, signed on
foot by Herr Junginger, tag certificate,
1997
£30-50

202.

Two Steiff Club Edition teddy
bears: 1997/98 Picnic Bear, 3827 for the
year, in original box with certificate; and
1998 School Starter Bear, 2402 for the
year with certificate
£50-80

A Jane Perala artist Teddy Bear
Albert, (Canada) -21in. (53.5cm.) high;
and a Joan Rankin (Canada) Rothwell
£60-80

Five artist teddy bears: a
Brian John Beacock bear 1992 -9 1/2in.
(24cm.) high; a River Hills Bears; a Bears
by Design and two others
£60-80

Four small artist teddy bears:
The Old Post Office Bears by Dawn JellisJone Nubus Bramble -6 1/2in. (16.5cm.)
high; a Hyland Bears Australia; a Waifs
& Strays; and another; and a black
Hermann
£50-80

206.

Three Ochiltree Bears:
comprising Rusty-Rob -13 1/2in.
(34.5cm.) high; Edward and another, two
with tags
£50-80
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207.

Six Steiff Club miniature gift
teddy bears: 1997 to 2001 and 2004, in
original boxes; a small Steiff hedgehog;
and other modern soft toys
£50-80

211.

Seven Dean’s Rag Book limited
edition teddy bears: Stephen 10 of 30;
Darwin 5 of 25; Hoggy; Charmaine, all
with tags; and three others
£60-80

215.

208.

212.

Six Dean’s Rag Book limited
edition teddy bears: two Silver
Member’s Bears 2005 and 2003, Candy
Stripe Brighton Special with long cloth
hand written tag; and three others, two
with tags
£50-80

216.

213.

217.

Eleven Dean’s Rag Book limited
edition teddy bears: including Henry,
Harry, Hogarth, Charlie, Henrietta and
Horatio, all with tags
£100-150

Seven Dean’s Rag Book limited
edition teddy bears: including Christian;
Frederick; Auburn; and three others with
tags; and a Bathtime bear
£60-80

A Steiff limited edition
Poinsettia The Swarovski Teddy Bear,
7403 for the year 2007 with glass
poinsettia flower, in original box and
certificate; yellow tagged - Birthday Bear
with box; and Fynn in suitcase
£70-100

209.

Eight Dean’s Rag Book limited
edition teddy bears: including Hogan,
Horace, Nightfall, Charity Bear 2000 and
Hobson, seven with tags
£70-100

Seven Dean’s Rag Book
limited edition teddy bears: including
Aubergine; Little Marcle; British Bear
and Charmont, all with tags; and three
others
£60-80

210.

Four Dean’s Rag Book limited
edition special member’s teddy bears:
2014 Platinum Bear; 2007 and 2011
Gold Member’s Bears; and 2006 Silver
Member’s Bear, all with tags
£50-80
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Steiff yellow tagged boy and girl
in lederhosen and traditional dress circa
1986, In original boxes -11in. (28cm.) high
£100-150

218.
214.

Four Dean’s Rag Book limited
edition teddy bears: Nimrod 4 of 20;
Cameo 9 of 10; Marching Bear 12 of 30;
and Hardwick, all with tags other than
Cameo
£40-60

Steiff limited edition Teddy
Baby Girl and Boy, Teddy Baby Girl 1930
Blond 25, 697 of 7000 and Teddy Baby
Boy 1930 Blonde 25, 678 of 7000, in
original boxes with certificates, 1993
£100-150
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219. A Steiff Museum Collection
limited edition Record Teddy Rose, 1737
of 4000, in original box, 1991 (some
damage to box)
£40-60

220.

A Steiff limited edition Replica
1996 Record Petsy 1928, 605 of 4000, in
original box with certificate
£60-80

221. A Steiff unusual yellow tagged
Bobby Musical Teddy Bear black, with
guitar, in original box, 1993 (slight
damage to box)
£50-80

222. A Steiff limited edition Replica
1994 Siamy Cat 1930, 381 of 4000, in
original box with certificate
£40-60
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223.

A Steiff limited edition Replica
1996 Teddy Bear 1951 Caramel, 1519 of
5000, in original box with certificate
£50-80

224.

A Steiff limited edition Muzzle
Bear 1908, 282 of 5000, in original box
with certificate, 1991/92
£60-80

225.

Steiff Golden Age of Circus
limited editions: Bear Band Master,
1988-89 and Jumping Tiger, 1991, in
original boxes (boxes squashed); and a
Teddy Baby Ticket Seller
£80-100

227.

A Steiff limited edition for Teddy
Bears of Witney Alfonzo, 563 of 5000,
in original box with certificate, 1990/91
(slight wear to box)
£50-80

228.

A Steiff limited edition for Teddy
Bears of Witney Baby Alfonzo, 1926 of
5000, in original box with certificate,
1995
£50-80

229.

A Steiff limited edition 1994
British Collector’s Teddy Bear 1908, 695
of 3000, in original box with certificate
£50-80

230.
226.

A Steiff limited edition Musical
Bear 1928 Yellow, 3063 of 8000, in
original box with certificate, 1992 (box a
little crumpled)
£60-80

A Steiff limited edition 1990
British Collector’s Teddy Bear 1906,
2351 of 3000, in original box with
certificate
£50-80
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231.

A Steiff limited edition 1996
British Collector’s Teddy Bear Blonde,
1529 of 3000, in original box with
certificate
£50-80

235.

A Steiff limited edition Special
North American Edition Forever Friends
Blue 23, 1539 of 4000, in original box
with certificate, 1996
£60-80

239.

232.

A Steiff limited edition 1995
British Collector’s Teddy Bear Brown
Tipped, 1278 of 3000, in original box
with certificate
£50-80

236.

240.

233.

A Steiff limited edition for
Hamleys Charlotte teddy bear, 1755
of 2000, in original box with certificate,
1994/95
£50-80

237.

Three Steiff yellow tagged
Classic Teddy Bears: two 1909 and one
1906 with tags -20 1/2in. (52cm.) high
£50-80

A Steiff limited edition Baby
Bear Set 1989-1993, 901 of 1847, five
bears, in original wooden box with
certificate
£70-100

234.

238.

242.

A Steiff limited edition for
Hamleys Chester teddy bear, 748 of
2000, in original box with certificate,
1996 (box lid damaged)
£50-80
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Four Steiff yellow tagged Classic
Teddy Bears: all 1920s style with tags -15
1/2in. (39.5cm.) high
£50-80

Five Steiff yellow tagged Classic
Teddy Bears: Green Pepper bear -7
1/2in. (19cm.) high; two Classic Petsy
and two others (all with tags other than
large Petsy)
£70-100

A Steiff limited edition Ambao
Chocolate Belgium Bear Set, 390 of 1500,
two bears in original wooden box, 2001
£60-80

A Steiff limited edition Fulda
Yukon Quest Husky Sledge Set, 1482 of
3000, in original boxes, 1998
£40-60

241.

A Steiff limited edition Teddy
Bear Santa Claus, 2455 of 3000 with tag
certificate, 1998
£50-80
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243. Steiff limited editions and
books: Save the Children Ted, 1282
of 3000 with tag certificate, 1998;
Fisherman Bear, 336 of 1000, 1996 (slight
staining to jacket); a Museum Collection
WigWag, in original box (some slight
moth damage and box damaged); a
quantity of reference books; and a Steiff
retail boxes
£80-100

247.

Seven Historic Steiff Miniature
animals and bears: including Uhu,
Walrus, brown and white US Special
teddy bears, all with tags
£70-100

251.

Four Artist teddy bears: a Bo
Bear Design O’Malley; a Wimblebury
Bears; and two others, three with tags
£50-80

252.
248.

244. Historic Steiff Miniatures: a
wooden shelf for series II with eleven
yellow tagged teddy bears including
three Teddy Clowns -20 3/4in. (52.5cm.)
high
£100-150

Three limited edition
Merrythought Cheeky bears: comprising
Fire Silk, Cheeky Azure and Cheeky Full of
Beans with tags; and three Dean Cheeky
books
£40-60

Merrythought and Hermann:
a Hermann Winnie the Pooh 1997
Teddy Bear Convention with desk;
Merrythought Baggy Bear; a Clemens;
and two others
£40-60

253.
249.
245. Historic Steiff Miniatures: ten
teddy bears and a cat including Dicky
and Jackie in house shaped wooden
shelf -22 1/2in. (57cm.) wide
£100-150

Five small limited edition
Merrythought Cheeky bears: Little Devil,
Oo La La, Starlight, Autumn and another,
in original boxes, four with tags
£50-80

A Gabrielle Design Pooh Bear &
Book, in original box; a Prue Theobald’s
Theo the Perpetual School Boy, in original
box; and a large quantity of modern soft
toys
£30-50

254.
250.
246. Five Historic Steiff Miniature
animals: comprising Tabby, Molly, Bully,
Tiger and Rabe, all with tags
£50-80
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Two Bo Bear Designs by Stacey
Lee Terry: Roo -21in. (53cm.) high; and
Courtney with tags
£50-80

A Steiff limited edition for
Teddy Bears of Witney Henderson, 1600
of 2000, in original box with certificate,
1997 (dusty)
£50-80
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255.

A Steiff limited edition Replica
Teddy Bear 1951 Caramel, 1520 of 5000,
in original box with certificate, 1996
(dusty)
£50-80

259.

Six Dean’s Rag Book limited
edition Carnival teddy bears: editions
of 250 from the Pontypool Gwent
factory comprising a large Dominic,
Curly, Christopher, Wilfred, Ralph and
Jacqueline all with tags, 1990s
£70-100

256.

A Steiff limited edition 1990
British Collector’s Teddy Bear 1906, 370
of 3000, in original box with certificate
£40-60

A Steiff limited edition Queen
Mother Bear, 377 of 2002, in original
box with certificate 2002; and a Hermann
teddy bear
£50-80

264.
260.

Seven Dean’s Rag Book limited
edition Carnival teddy bears: editions of
250 from the Pontypool Gwent factory
comprising James, Fleur, Jenny, Masie,
Raymond, Samuel and Wilhelmina all
with tags, 1990s
£70-100

257.

Two Steiff limited edition
teddy bears: Year 2000 Teddy Bear,
3363 for the year 1999, in original box
with certificate; and Dawn of a New
Century 12th Annnual Teddy Bear & Doll
Convention at Walt Disney World with tag
certificate
£50-80

263.

Early British Collectable teddy
bear: a Prue Theobald’s Theo the
Perpetual School Boy; two Dormouse
Design bears; and three others
£40-60

265.

261.

Six Dean’s Rag Book limited
edition Musical teddy bears: Victor the
Violin, Max the Sax, Claude the Clarinet,
Tommy the Trumpet, Bartholomew the
Cello and Horatio the Horn blower, in
gold boxes with certificates
£120-180

Two large Judy Sparrow teddy
bears; and four Romsey Bear Company
bears
£30-50
END OF AUCTION

258.

An Atlantic Bears limited edition
teddy bear, with brown mohair -24in.
(61cm.) high; and a modern Dean’s Rag
Book mouse-eared bear (dusty); and four
1970/80s soft toys
£40-60
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262.

A Steiff limited edition Queen
Mother Bear, 1236 of 2002, in original
box with certificate, 2002; and a Hermann
Vereinigung bear
£50-80
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